Plumbing Cost Data 2014

Make the costs for plumbing jobs more predictable. RSMeans has done the research to give you costs of time and materials for all types of plumbing projects. Piping insulation? Check. Suction diffusers? Check. Installing a thermosyphon hot water system? Check. Trust the cost guide that contractors and plumbing professionals have relied on for 37 years.

• Prepare estimates with confidence using the nation’s most comprehensive source of plumbing costs.
• Make the process of costing and calculating faster and easier.
• Develop better work schedules using labor data—labor hours by unit, crew output, and productivity.

What you’ll find inside:
• UPDATED! over 16,000 of unit costs and 1,800 assemblies costs for nearly every type of plumbing need
• NEW! Expanded data coverage for strap-on pipe outlets, children’s water closets, gas-fired tubular infrared heaters, single stage sump pumps, and more
• Sample estimates in both print and electronic format to guide customization and improve accuracy
• City Cost Indexes and Location Factors for over 930 U.S. and Canadian locations
• Updated equipment rental costs, crew size projections, labor hours, and labor rates

Plus:
• Receive free quarterly cost index and key material price updates for a full year!

Your 2014 book includes:
• A full sample estimate designed to help you improve estimating accuracy
• Easy-to-follow “How RSMeans Data Works” pages
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Also Available Online and in eBook form!

Visit us online:
RSMeans offers an extensive line of cost data products in book, eBook, online, and CD format, along with professional development seminars, reference books, market analytics, and more. Visit www.rsmeans.com to learn what RSMeans can do for you!